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Elephants in Wyoming???
With the possibility of
catastrophic
wildfire
looming ever summer,
it is important to remain
vigilant in doing every
thing that you can to be
prepared.

about an article from
Regional Firewise Advisor Keith Worley. In
the article, he discusses the age old
topic of eating an elephant.

An article was published on January 9,
2013 by the US Forest
Service on the results of
the Fontenelle Fire near
Big Piney, Wyoming.
This article is a standing
example of the out
come the Firewise program aims for. It is
posted on the local
Firewise
website
(fremontcountyfirewise.
com), and if you have
not seen this yet, take a
look.

So how do you eat an
elephant? Or, in this
case, how can Fremont
County do so to become Firewise?

Reflection on the current status of the efforts
in
Fremont
County
prompts the thoughts

It is a silly riddle, but
how true to what we
are doing. We each
have our individual
elephants to eat by
mitigating our properties in the quest to become Firewise.
Keith shares some important tips on preparing our elephant for a
meal.
First, get organized.
With budgets getting

tighter, he sees “the
organized bird getting
the worm”. Teaming
up with local partners
(Firewise, natural resource managers, fire
departments,
home
owner associations) to
assess your wildfire
risks, and develop a
plan of actionable
items is critical. An
organized group has a
much stronger voice
to accomplish large
goals.
Secondly, “eating an
elephant takes a village”. Again, this massive volume of fuels
which need removed
can better be accomplished with a group
of folks on the project.
Projects should be
clustered together to
make the treated areas even larger for
greater benefit.
Finally, what about
grant money? Keith
points out that many
people feel it is hopeless to undertake projects with out funding
or
grant
money to pay for
them.
How not true!

Winter
2013

It is true that the projects may take longer,
but do something!
Don’t forget that many
things can be done at
little expense. Projects with a plan of
action and organization go a long way
when seeking assistance.
Fremont County has a
strong plan for continuing to eat our elephant, but still needs
everyone to be involved to accomplish
the task. The more
acres completed, the
smaller the elephant
gets.
Bottom line, the
smaller the elephant,
the safer and more
environmentally
sound our properties
become.
Become involved, and
stay involved. We
really are all in this
together.
The next fire could be
in your village!
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2013 Fire Season Could Be WORSE Than
2012 in Wyoming

Alpine Lakes Fire

Casper Mountain

WE ALL HAVE
A ROLE!
Wildfire
Survival
It Takes a
Community

2013 wildfires could be worse than in 2012 according to a release from Wyoming
State Forester Bill Crapser.
To prepare for what could be another record-breaking fire year, Governor Matt
Mead is proposing to use a portion of Wyoming’s “rainy day” fund to pay for the rest
of 2012’s fires, and the anticipated 2013 fires. According to Crapser, Wyoming’s final
fire bill for 2012 totaled about $110 million. Of that, about $42.5 million is Wyoming’s
responsibility. Governor Mead’s proposed budget will go to the Legislature for a
final decision.
With 2012 seeing over 1300 fires statewide burning nearly 600,000 acres, worse is
not a pleasant thought. Health officials will again be warning of the dangers of smoke
inhalation as dark clouds of smoke cover the valleys and towns.
Besides budgetary concerns to manage fires, officials have other worries. The nation’s retardant tanker fleet is aging, and no one knows how much longer the aircraft
will remain available. Resources such as SEATs (Single Engine Aircraft) to drop
small loads of retardant were heavily relied on this past summer, but are limited to
capability. Managers see an increased demand for these aircraft as others become
unavailable, and fire activity increases nationwide.
Other resources such as engines and hand crews will also become strained as a severe fire season ramps up in 2013.
State Forester Crapser assures that the State of Wyoming will be working with local
fire departments to make sure they have the support and equipment they need going into this summer season.
Locally, the area fire departments will begin preparation in early March for the upcoming fire season with training refreshers and equipment preparedness.

Are You Prepared?
With all the warnings already coming forth for the summer of 2013, I would ask each
of you to take a renewed look at your property, and your personal preparedness.
Have you done all you can do to be ready for a wildfire?
Some things to think about are ;
•

Fuel treatment around the home. Is it complete or need spring cleaning?

•

Do I have my personal items in order for a rapid evacuation?

•

Do I know the evacuation plan?

• What can I do with my animals? Where do they go, and how do they get
there?
If you do not have the answers to these questions, please contact us now for help.
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Tid Bit— Something to Ponder
The use of a chipper in
WUI has become a very
hot topic since late in the
summer of 2012.
The fire season here in
Wyoming and through out
the west has once again
provided an opportunity to
learn from . The lesson this
time is the effect of fire
behavior in the environment with chip accumulations.

What was witnessed is that
the chips, of course, burn
very readily and are very
labor intensive fuels to extinguish. Fire managers are
actually asking folks in fuel
reduction to no longer allow chipping as a method of
fuel reduction in the WUI.
Bottom line, it was to difficult to control the fire in
areas of the WUI which had
chip accumulation. The
firefighters had a tough

time extinguishing the
smoldering layers of
ships, and could not ensure that the area homes
would be safe.
With that, the program is
being changed here in
Fremont County, and the
chipper will not be used
as much, if at all, in areas as in years past.
We all want to do what is
best to offer sound protection to our property.

Time To Think Bubble Caps / Pouches
With the coming of a new
year, and spring not far
off, it is time to get MCH
Bubble Caps and Verbenone Pouches ordered.
These products should be
installed by June 1st. No
later than mid June, to be
of most effect.
Remember, it is important
to get the right product on

your trees. Using the wrong
type on the wrong tree is a
recipe for disaster.

Remember, these are
pheromones that act as a
repellant.

MCH pheromone is designed for use on Douglas
Fir trees. 30-40 pouches
per acre application rate.

If you intend on killing the
insect, then insecticide
should be applied by a
licensed pesticide applicator.

Verbenone pheromone is
to be used on pine species.
Use 20-40 pouches per acre
in lodgepole pines.

MCH Cap

Verbenone Pouch

Homestead Park Grant
Over the last several
years, Firewise and residents have worked hard to
reduce wildfire hazard in
our neighborhoods.

County Firewise was notified that grant funding
would be available to assist residents in Homestead Park south of Lander.

In 2010, special grant
money was used to assist
residents on Union Pass to
remove beetle trees from
around area homes.

This grant will help property owners to remove
dead and insect damaged
trees from the subdivision,
and to help establish defensible space around the

This past fall, Fremont

communities structures.
This planning process has
taken almost three years
already, and completion of
the project will not be for
at least 2 more years.
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Annual Assessment of Insect Mortality
The US Forest Service has
recently released the annual assessment of insect
mortality for 2012. This
report shows that the
amount of dead timber on
hundreds of millions of
acres of private and public
forests across the United
States is on the decline for
the second year in a row.
The outbreak of pine beetles which has left millions
of dead and dying trees
has eased, but the US Forest Service points out that
this is possibly due to run-

ning out of food.
The outbreaks of mountain
pine beetles are cyclical
events, however the current
outbreak has been the worst
seen in over 30 years.
Factors that contributed to
the severity this time include
old growth, over grown forests, and warmer than normal winters. These factors
allowed the rapid spread of
the insect, even into higher
elevations.
Fire ecologists actually were
the first to sound the alarm of

an impeding disaster. They
warned that decades of illconceived timber harvest, a
reluctance or delay in thinning overly thick forests, and
a century of excluding fire
from the environment was
setting the stage for such an
event.
Was this the first act of nature correcting the problem
itself?
Now, in 2012, the United
States has seen 8.5 million
acres burn, more than any
year in the last decade.

